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QUESTION 1

What is the correct restructure stage to extract data from four input columns (three of which carry vectors) and output
them into two columns with one vectors in a subrecord and the non-vector carrying column being passed through the
stage? 

A. Column Export Stage 

B. Column Import Stage 

C. Split Subrecord Stage 

D. Make Subrecord Stage 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

You have been given operational requirements to introduce data recovery to one of your parallel job designs.
Additionally, you have been told that you are to use flat files as your intermediate data structure. Which two tasks will
accomplish these objectives? (Choose two.) 

A. Use the Sequential stage to export and import data between jobs. 

B. Enable checkpoint restartability in each of your parallel stages. 

C. Break up the design by splitting it into at least two parallel jobs. 

D. Use the Hash File stage to write and read data between parallel jobs. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

What three statements are true with regards to restartable mode for an FTP Enterprise stage? (Select three) 

A. Specify the-restartable_transfer option. 

B. Optionally specify a unique job_id for the transfer. 

C. File URIs that were transferred completely are not transferred again. 

D. Specify a checkpoint directory for the transfer using the -checkpointdir directory. 

E. Checkpoint files are written to /^"checkpoint directory">/pftpJobid_ . 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4
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How is Runtime Column Propagation (RCP) enabled for use in DataStage Jobs? 

A. Use the Info Server web console to enable RCP 

B. Set the APT_ENABLE_RCP environment variable to TRUE. 

C. RCP is by default available for all DataStage Projects. 

D. Use RCP definition wizard to initialize RCP for project use. 

E. Use the DataStage Administrator to enable RCP for the project. 

Correct Answer: E 

 

QUESTION 5

What are the three aggregation types can be set in the Aggregator stage? (Select three) 

A. Calculate 

B. Sum Rows 

C. Recalculate 

D. Count Rows 

E. Count Values 

Correct Answer: ACD 

 

QUESTION 6

In a file defining a partial schema, which three properties define the record? (Choose three.) 

A. text 

B. delim 

C. intact 

D. record_length E. record_delim_string 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

QUESTION 7

A customer requires that a single output file generated by a parallel job be created in sort order. Which two job designs
would achieve this goal? (Choose two.) 

A. Insert a sorted Funnel stage before the input to the output SequentialFile stage. 
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B. Specify both partition and sort key columns on the input to the target SequentialFile stage. 

C. Use a parallel sort and partition the input to the SequentialFile stage using a Sort Merge collector. 

D. Set the "Execution Mode" in the Advanced stage properties tab of the parallel Sort stage to execute sequentially. 

E. Write the result to a parallel dataset,then write a shell script to convert the dataset records to text format,in sorted
order. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 8

A job needs to split a single Data Set into three Data Sets based on conditions that are supplied at runtime. Which stage
would allow you to parameterize the conditions for splitting the input data set? 

A. Filter stage 

B. Switch stage 

C. Transformer stage 

D. Split Vector stage 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which condition is required to use the LastRowInGroup() function to determine a key break on a field? 

A. The LastRowInGroup() function requires the data to be grouped by the key field,but the data does not have to be
sorted. 

B. The input data has to be sorted by the key field and DataStage must be able to detect that the data is sorted,for
example,by the presence of a Sort stage. 

C. The LastRowInGroup() function does not require the data to be either sorted or grouped by the key field. If necessary
the LastRowInGroup() function will perform a sort. 

D. The input data has to be sorted by the key field,but it is not required that DataStage be able to detect this. For
example,the input data might be sorted before it is input to the job. (However,the job will abort at runtime if the data
isn\\'t sorted.) 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which three environment variables are valid job score environment variables? (Select three) 

A. APT_LOW_SCORE 
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B. APT_DUMP_SCORE 

C. APT_THIN_SCORE 

D. APT_SAVE_SCORE 

E. APT JAVA SCORE 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 11

Which three statements are true about stage variables? (Select three) 

A. Stage variables cannot contain NULL values. 

B. Stage variables are executed before loop variables. 

C. Stage variables retain their values between rows in the stage. 

D. Stage variables are executed after constraints but before derivations. 

E. A derivation for a stage variable can reference stage variables that are later in the execution order. 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 12

A client has multiple servers connected with a high bandwidth switch and has installed DataStage on one of them.
There are five files (with the same record layout) that must be retrieved from three other servers using FTP. Which
approach will retrieve and process all five files in the minimal amount of time? 

A. Use a single FTP Enterprise stage and specify five URI properties (one for each file). Next,process the records
without landing to disk. 

B. In a single job,use five separate FTP Enterprise stages with output links to a single Sort Funnel stage. Next,process
the records withoutlanding to disk. 

C. In a single job,use three separate FTP Enterprise stages (one for each machine) with output links to a single Sort
Funnel stage. Next,processthe records without landing to disk. 

D. Create a sequence containing five separate DataStage jobs which each retrieve a single file and append it to a
common Data Set. Next,process the resulting Data Set in an sixth DataStage job. 

Correct Answer: A 
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